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ABSTRACT 

Many Human Action Recognition (HAR) systems are used to recognize everyday human behaviors such as standing, 

walking, sitting, running, cooking, and exercising. The existing human action recognition technology is not perfect. It has 

poor adaptability and low accuracy. Deep learning is used to improve action recognition accuracy and motion detection. 

Deep neural network models can be difficult to train, such as gradient disappearance, gradient explosion, and over-fitting. 

This paper will help to reduce the difficulty in training the above deep neural model parameter initialization method based 

upon the activation function for the multi-layer networks. It also addresses the problem of model training deep neural 

networks. The presented hybrid algorithm Improved Spotted Hyena algorithm and Seagull Optimization Algorithm, (ISHO-

SOA), is used to solve optimization algorithms and obtain minimum optimum values. The segmented image is further 

classified using different inputs by Adaptive Deep Convolution Networks (ADCNN), with feature maps. The classification 

method provides performance metrics such as Accuracy and Precision, F1 measure, along with Recall that can be used to 

recognize the most accurate results and the best classifiers. This algorithm is highly efficient in improving classification 

accuracy and solving global optimization problems. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm has a 98.21% 

higher accuracy than other meta-heuristic algorithms. 

Keywords:  Action recognition; optimization; Neural Network; Classification and Accuracy. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 Human Action Recognition (HAR) is an important topic in computer vision, machine learning, and artificial 

intelligence. This study aims to recognize human behavior in video and images. It has wide applications in security 

monitoring and disability surveillance, multimedia content understanding, human computer interaction, virtual reality, and 

human-computer interaction. HAR is able to recognize basic and complex behaviors in real-world situations. It is also 

difficult when there are more appliances, chart inspection, human CPU Communication, autonomous driving, and activity. 

There are many real-world uses for HAR, including healthcare, gaming, interior navigation, tactical military applications and 

personal fitness. HAR is especially useful in industries that still require manual labor [1-3]. 

There are three types of action feature extraction algorithms. They can be classified as: traditional action recognition 

techniques [4]-[6], deep learning action recognition methods [7]-[9], hybrid feature extraction method for action recognition 

[10]. This hybrid feature-based method for action recognition is a fusion of artificial and deep learning feature extraction. It 

is essentially a hybrid feature extraction that uses a combination artificial design features and deeplearning strategies. 

This study proposed adaptive deep learning (ADL), which is a more advanced form of deep learning. This study uses the 

three ADL processes to detect human activity in real-time. The first phase involves pre-processing to extract human activity 

using the Top-Hot filter. The second phase uses Otsu technique to segment the human activity. In the third phase, features 
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are used to extract the human activity using hybrid Improved Spotted Hyena Optimization - based on Seagull Optimization 

Approach. ADCNN (Classification Method Adaptive Deep Convolution Neural Network) is used to categorize human 

behavior and calculate better outcomes. 

 Below topics are described through: Section 2 gives a quick review of related works employing deep learning for 

HAR. The proposed models, performance findings, and comparisons are discussed in Sections 3 and 4 correspondingly. 

Lastly, the outcomes are explained in Section 5. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 Recent years have seen a lot of research in the area of human action detection using Deep learning technology. This 

is because it has proven to be a great success. Deep learning techniques have been used by many scholars to recognize 

action. This section will examine a variety of techniques that can be used to recognize human activity. 

Hassan and colleagues [11] presented the smartphone sensor data to establish a reliable human activity detection system. For 

recognition and training purposes, the robust-based Deep Belief Network has been integrated. The twelve different physical 

activities can be identified with greater accuracy and higher recognition rates than other methods. Author failed to highlight 

more precise characteristics in real-time situations to recognize more complex activities. Murad et. al. [12] used Deep 

Recurrent Neural Networks to detect extended-choice dependence for differential input data. Three unique LSTM-based 

DRNN Frameworks were presented for HAR challenges. DRNN technology was used to detect temporal dynamics among 

input data in activity sequences. A DRNN that can be used on low-power devices was developed to ensure successful 

implementation. Refer to [13] for an example. This technique uses stacking and folding to extract the Invariant 

spatiotemporal characteristics directly from video Data. The function can then be used to produce a good action recognition 

effect. Refer to [14] for a method of detection based on convolutional neural networks architecture. This method can learn 

latent features from images. Reference [15] uses 3D convolutional neural networks, which detect human behavior in video 

without relying on design features and produces overwhelming motion recognition results. Deep learning has become very 

complex in 3D video. Many operations are now extremely complicated. The computational complexity of convolution 

operations increases exponentially. The convolution operation, its development and application based upon deep learning 

have made tremendous progress. However, there are still problems with falling off into local optima and slow train. The 

training of deep neural network models isn't convex. Non-convex optimization and solution Optimization algorithms (e.g. 

Stochastic gradient descent depends on initialization of model parameters [16, 17]. It is an important step in the model 

training process. It directly impacts the distribution of each hidden level and the initial stage in the neural network model. It 

is possible to ensure that each hidden layer node follows the same gradient propagation distribution. This can increase the 

speed of non-convex optimization and prevent it from falling into a local optimal process. Incorrect parameter model 

initialization could lead to gradient disappearance and gradient explosion if the gradient is propagated accordingly. Large 

differences in the distribution of hidden layers can lead to slow convergence, making it difficult to find the local optimal 

solution [18]. Julieta et al. [19] Using recurrent neural network to focus on human actions, they targeted time-varying 

representations to accomplish tasks such as short-term prediction or long-term human movement synthesis. They also 

compared these methods to other state-of the-art methods Recurrent Neural Net Method. Chao li et al. [20] They propose a 

framework that is an end to-end CNN feature-learning framework. They use a layered approach where Co-occurrence 

features are learned with different contextual information. They first encode Point-level information and render semantic 

representations in time and space. They propose a global space approach to learning great common information. Maosen Li 

et al. Two scalable graphs were proposed by Maosen Li et al. [21]. They capture the relationships between body parts and 

joints. They employ the spatial features of multi-scale CNN. Common structure and scale diagrams Capture motion or 

physical limitations Comparison of performance Deep learning models outperform machine-learning based algorithms. HAR 

data is time series data which contains the required spatial or temporal information. This data can be used to build powerful 

models capable of learning from human activities. This work develops a HAR model that combines spatiotemporal and 
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feature extraction to provide effective HAR. Xu et al. [22] Combine a traditional RNN and a wearable sensor-based, HAR-

aligned initial neuron (INN) model in order to create InnoHAR. The INN architecture is made up of several layers of 

convolutional layers, which run parallel to the pooling layer and form the initial layers. Multiple datasets have been used to 

test the INN architecture. It performed better than the Deep Convolutional LSM model. This framework has a disadvantage: 

the INN is slow to initialize and can be computationally complex. Small changes may need expensive retraining. Damodaran 

N. et al. Damodaran N. et al. Two classification algorithms were introduced: support vector machines, (SVM), and long-term 

memory (LSTM). Wavelet analysis is used to preprocess and extract features. They can recognise walking, sitting, standing 

and running activities. 

3. HUMAN ACTIVITY RECOGNITION USING ISHO-SOA  

The current behavior of the human body is to infer HAR through a series of analyses and observations of its surroundings. 

HAR is currently valuable in different fields, wherever it is expensive. This is to ensure an individual's efficiency and 

lifestyle. This work uses deep knowledge classification to create HAR. It includes four stages: segmentation, feature 

selection and classification. The first step is to collect the images from the database. Next, the images go through the pre-

processing phase. Top-hat filtering, which is used to enhance the image's contrast and noise removal, is part of the 

preprocessing phase. The image is then segmented using an optimized Otsu technique. A novel contribution to feature 

selection is made by a hybrid Improved Spotted Hyena Optimization algorithm and Seagull Optimization Algorithm. This 

was done in order to resolve global optimization problems. We also achieved the optimal weight for the ACDNN process. 

The image then goes to the classification process. Here the Adaptive Deep Consvolution Neural Network is used to extract 

features from the segmented images using N-feature maps. Below is the pseudo code for ACDNN. Our proposed method 

improves classification accuracy by combining it with the hybrid algorithm process. Figure 1 shows the proposed 

methodology diagram.. 

 

Fig1: Proposed architecture of HAR 

3.1 Pre-Processing 

Pre-processing step: First improve the original image by Bicubic interpolation. It transforms a superior-resolution image into 

a lower-resolution one. Gaussian, top hat and bottom hat filters, as well as mean and guided filters, are all used to remove 

noise from the image. We will then be able to process the image. The following explains the pre-processing equation: 

Step 1: Perform Bicubic Interpolation to form 𝐼𝑟∗𝑡 

                                      𝐼(𝑖, 𝑗) ←  𝑎𝑖𝑗𝑥
𝑖𝑦𝑗                                                    (1) 

Where                                                                 

𝐼(𝑖, 𝑗) −   𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑎𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  

𝑎𝑖𝑗 −   𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒  

𝑥𝑖𝑦𝑗 − ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒  

Step 2: Improving image utilizing top hat – bottom hat 

                                 𝐼𝑇ℎ𝑜  ←  𝐼𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑛 − [𝐼𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑛𝜃 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑙) ⊕ 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑙]          (2) 
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                                 𝐼𝐵ℎ𝑐  ← [(𝐼𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑛 ⊕ 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑙)𝜃𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑙] − 𝐼𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑛            (3)  

                               𝐼𝑇ℎ−𝐵ℎ  ← 𝐼𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑛 + 𝐼𝑇ℎ𝑜 − 𝐼𝐵ℎ𝑐                                     (4) 

                               𝐼𝑒𝑛ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒  ← 𝐼 − 𝐼𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑛 + 𝐼𝑇ℎ − 𝐵ℎ                               (5)  

                              𝐼 ← 𝐼𝑒𝑛ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒                                                                        (6) 

 Where                                                                                 

𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑙 − 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡   

𝐼𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑛 ≫ 𝐺𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑛 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 (𝐼)𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝐺𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑛 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑛 𝐼  

𝐼𝑇ℎ𝑜 −  𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑜𝑝 ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔  

𝐼𝐵ℎ𝑐 − 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚 ℎ𝑜𝑡 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔  

𝐼𝑇ℎ−𝐵ℎ − 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡 (𝑇ℎ − 𝐵ℎ)  

Step 3: Calculate sharpening through deduct a weighted Laplacian from the blurred image 

                                    𝐼𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑛 ← 𝐼𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑 𝑋 + 𝐼𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑 𝑌                                 (7) 

                                   𝐼𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑝𝑒𝑛 ← 𝐼𝑒𝑛ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 − 𝐶 ∗ 𝐼𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑛                        (8) 

𝐶 − 𝑖𝑠 𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡  

𝐼𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑 𝑋 − 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑋 − 𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  

𝐼𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑 𝑌 − 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛  𝑌 − 𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  

 

3.2 Image Segmentation utilizing Optimized Otsu’s Model 

 

Consider the input picture evaluated like 𝐼(𝑋, 𝑌) by grey point 0,1… 𝜌 − 1. where I is evaluated as𝐹 =  {𝑓0, 𝑓1 ……𝑓𝜌 − 1}, 

where 𝑓0, 𝑓1 ……𝑓𝜌 − 1 characterize the frequency of every greyscale stage in the input image I. 

Let 𝑁 =  ∑ 𝑓𝑖
𝜌
𝑖=1   is the entire quantity of pixels in the image.  

The probability of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ greyscale intensity is calculated as   

                                     𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑖 =  
𝑓𝑖

𝑁
; Pr 𝑜𝑏𝑖 > 0,              ∑ Pr 𝑜𝑏𝑖 = 1     (9) 

The segmentation model partitions the image into 𝑇 + 1 segments as 𝑆𝑘 = {𝑆0,𝑆1 … . . 𝑆𝑘}. Here T is chose as of the 

collection thresholds 𝑇 = {𝑡[𝑟], 𝑡[𝑟 + 1], … . . 𝑡[𝑟 + 1] − 1}  every subdivision part is the position of greyscale points as of 

T. The biased probability along with biased gray-scale levels ƞ for every subdivision S be able to designed through eqn(10) 

and (11). 

                                                𝑤𝑠𝑘 = ∑ Pr 𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑖𝜖𝑆𝑘
                                            (10) 

                                       ƞ =  ∑
Pr 𝑜𝑏𝑖.max {𝑖,𝑔∗log (𝑖)}

𝑤𝑠𝑘
𝑖𝜖𝑆𝑘

;              𝑔𝜖𝐺𝐶                (11) 

 Weighted mean greyscale intensity 𝜇𝑊1 and mean interclass variance 𝜎𝑉𝑆
2  between the segments of the whole image is 

given by  

                                              𝜇𝑊1 =  ∑ 𝑖 ∗ Pr 𝑜𝑏𝑖
𝜌
𝑖=0                                         (12) 

                                         𝜎𝑉𝑆
2 = ∑ 𝑤𝑠𝑘 . ƞ

2𝜌
𝑖=0 − 𝜇𝑊1

2                                         (13) 

                                     (𝜎𝑉𝑆
2 ) ∗ =  ∑max {𝜎𝑉𝑆

2 (𝑆𝑖), 𝜎𝑉𝑆
2 (𝑆𝑗) }                          (14)    

By maximizing the inter-class variance, optimal thresholds are definite toward every greyscale level of the segmented region 

and expressed in underneath eqn (15). 

                {𝑡 ∗ [1], 𝑡 ∗ [2] … 𝑡 ∗ [𝑛]} = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜎𝑉𝑆
2 ∗ (𝑡[1], 𝑡[2]… . 𝑡[𝑇]) } (15) 

In the segmentation stage, the aim of Otsu’s method is to perform the automatic image thresholding for all thresholds with 

possible values. The pixels separate the image into the inter-class variation among center as well as surroundings image to 

approximate the noise intensity in the over-segmentation procedure.  

 

3.3 Hybrid Improved Spotted Hyena Optimization with Seagull Algorithm (ISHO-SOA)  
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SHO is a metaheuristic algorithm and the main concept is the public connection among Spotted Hyenas as well as their joint 

performance. In spotted hyenas, they were lives in clan and their female members are clan. Though, male component go 

away their clan while they turn into adult along with join a new clan. They are skillful seeker along with major three extra 

hyena types that is lined, tanned also aardwolf). The main reason of SOA is able to change the direction of assault constantly 

with velocity through migration with it has tough comprehensive seeking capability, which mainly combines the spotted 

hyenas attacking prey method of the ISHO with the curved assault behaviors, extensively humanizing general seeking along 

with universal seeking capability of algorithm. The steps for SHO algorithms is explained as follows 

3.3.1 Encircling the prey: Spotted hyenas are well-known among prey position also surround. Toward scientifically 

represent the group chain of command spotted hyenas, present greatest competitor explanation be there the aim of the prey 

otherwise intention which near toward the most favorable seeking gap doesn’t identified a priori. Afterward better seeking 

candidate solution is defined the next seeking representative resolve towards revamp their place regarding better applicant 

explanation. The numerical model is representing through underneath eqn (16) and (17). 

         𝐷ℎ
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  = |𝐵.  ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗𝑃𝑝

⃗⃗  ⃗(𝑥) −  �⃗� (𝑥)|                     (16) 

                                   �⃗� (𝑥 + 1) =  𝑃𝑝
⃗⃗  ⃗(𝑥) −  𝐸.  ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗𝐷ℎ

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗                               (17) 

where 𝐷ℎ
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗   describe the space among the prey with spotted hyena, 𝑥 signify near iteration, 𝐵  ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗   as well as 𝐸  ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  co-efficient 

vectors, 𝑃𝑝
⃗⃗  ⃗designate the prey location vector, �⃗� is the dotted hyena location vector. Though|𝐵.  ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗𝑃𝑝

⃗⃗  ⃗(𝑥) − �⃗� (𝑥)| explicate 

complete value in addition to multiplication through vectors correspondingly. The vectors 𝐵  ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗   with 𝐸  ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  were considered 

underneath eqn: 

                                 

1..2 rdB=                                                       (18) 

                               hrdhE −= 2....2                                                 (19)                              

                        

)max/5((5 iterationIterationh −=                                  (20) 

Iteration = 1,2, 3…, 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛.For correctly matching the exploration as well as exploitation, here h is linearly downward 

as of 5 to 0 more the path of most numeral iterations 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 .The vectors 𝐵  ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗   and 𝐸  ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  are calculated as follows: 

Additionally, this mechanism enhanced further development the iteration rate goes up. However, 𝑟𝑑1
⃗⃗⃗⃗ , 𝑟𝑑2

⃗⃗⃗⃗ are random 

vectors in [0, 1]. In this figure, the dotted hyena (𝐴, 𝐵) could renovate its place towards the prey position (𝐴 ∗, 𝐵 ∗). change 

through importance of vector 𝐵  ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗   with 𝐸  ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ , here various numeral of positions was reaching concerning the present position. 

By using equation (11) and (12), a spotted hyena could renovate its location at random approximately the prey. 

Consequently, the similar theory is able to expand by n-dimensional seeking space. 

3.3.2 Hunting: Spotted hyenas survive as well as hunt in grouping, relying under a system of true friends along with the 

ability to spot prey. Toward characterize the behavior of spotted hyenas randomly; we assume that the better seek 

representative, either is optimum, known the place of prey. The more seek representative group a cluster or group of true 

friends about the most excellent seek representative and save better explanation they've found far-off toward renovate their 

locations. 
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                                           khk ppBD −= .                                       (21) 

                                           

DEpp hk .−=                                                (22)               

                                    

NKhkh pppC ++ +++= ....1                                     (23) 

Where phdefines the first location of best dotted hyena, pk indicates location of other spotted hyenas. Here, N indicates the 

numerical spotted were computed as follows:   

                     

MppppcountN hhhhnos ++++= ++ (....( 21                        (24) 

here M  is a random vector in [0.5, 1], defines the amount of explanation with count up all applicant explanation, 

subsequent to count by M , relate  toward better best explanation within particular seek space, and hC  is a group or N 

numerical of optimal explanation cluster.    

3.3.3 Attacking prey: In the procedure of attacking prey, spiral motion behavior in the air of seagull with YandZX , in 

planes is calculated by underneath eqn (25) to (28): 

)(cos' krx =                                                  (25) 

)(sin' kry =                                                   (26) 

krz ='
                                                          (27) 

kveur =                                                          (28) 

where r is radius of every rotate of coiled and k is formal number in the range [0, 2π], vandu  are constants to specify the 

coiled form, plus e is the support of the natural logarithm. The renovated location of every agent is computed utilizing eqn 

(20) – (23). 

                         

)()()( ''' xPzyxDxP bsss +=                                  (29) 

here )(xPs  assign the better explanation along with renovate the location of new seek representatives. 

3.3.4 Diversity mutation operation: The SHO algorithm goes into local optima, if the present optimal member is the local 

optima. This is also a natural attribute of new set intellectual optimization algorithms. To lessen the probability of premature 

convergence for the SHO algorithm, a diversity mutation operation is defined on the present optimal spotted hyena 
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individuals. The steps are: suppose that an individual ,,,3,2,1 .... idiiii XXXXX = of the spotted hyena species choose one 

element ),...,2,1( dkX K = at random from the individual iX  with a probability of 1/d along with randomly construct a 

original number in the range ii ul ,   instead of the element ikX  from the individual iX , therefore turn out a new individual 

,
'

,,3

'

,2

'

,1

'
....''

id
i

iii
XXXXX =  The variation mutation operation is  

                             
Otherwisekilul

X
X iii

i
i

,)(
'

=−+




= 
             (30)                         

Where ii ul , are the higher as well as lower bounds of the variable iX , respectively, and λε [0, 1] is a random. 

3.3.5 Search for prey: Spotted hyenas generally seek the prey in relation to cluster location of spotted hyenas would inherent 

in vector hC .They shift since one another in order to search as well as attack prey. Consequently, we utilized by way of 

formal rate as +1or -1 to oblige the seek representative to go far-off from the prey. These systems consent to the SHO 

algorithm toward seek worldwide.  

3.4 Adaptive Deep Convolution Neural Network 

In ACDNN, Convolution Nets were trained in an entirely supervised mode through eminent back propagation technique like 

deep learning models. The two important appearance of DCNN is weight distributions along with thin connections, which 

can diminish the parameters trained, tested and decrease the computational intricacy. The model scheduled on LeNet5, 

though utilizing max-pooling as an alternative of standard-collection. The form contains four layers: the initial two layers are 

convolution layers, third layer is hidden layers they are total link layer along with final layer is logistic regression layer. 

Structure of ADCNN is showed in below figure 3. 

 

Fig 3: Structure of ADCNN 

Input layer: Let Z be group of input functions, and every input together of many proportions. The function have written in 

the underneath eqn (31). 

                    

nZZZZZ .....,, 321=                         (31) 
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Activation layer: On convolution layer, the output characteristic map is created via past layers element chart were convolved 

with learnable kernels and were place via activation purpose. In basic, input and output junction is 

                     

−
+=

jNi jij

l

ij bWPgP )*( 1111
      (32) 

Where jN  express a collection of input maps,
1−l

ip  correspond to the output of the l-1 layer along with input of next layer 

via a feature map i .therefore l is the index of the layer.

 

1

ijW  weight as of neuron in map i  to neuron in map j  in layer 1. 

be the convolution calculation. An additive bias b  was known toward every output map. Moreover, in support of exacting 

output map, the input maps would be convolved among many kernels. Accordingly, if output map m and map k both add 

beyond input map i , then the kernels useful toward map i  were various meant for outcome maps m with k. 

Weight updation : With the gradient of the weight, the updated weight of DCNN is expressed in the below mathematical 

equation (33). The new weights were calculated in equation (34). 

            
l

ijl

ij

l

ij

l

ij r
w

E
WW




−= −1

                                      (34) 

The knowledge rate is a worldwide constant in conventional models. However, an enormous knowledge time will promote 

defeat inaccuracy among massive weights. Above troubles be able to restrict less quantity although it resolves more 

instruction instant. So as to resolution troubles this effort launches an algorithm by adaptive amount describe ADCNN.  For 

every 
l

ijW  renovating contain inconsistent  or  to adjust the knowledge rate updated in underneath eqn (35) 
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        (35) 

Where 10,21   the parameter hence  and have chosen base on the test character as well as construction 

of the model. The knowledge time is higher toward speed up the divergence, if the loss role decreases continuously. 

Knowledge rate is decrease even as if the loss function altered late. 

5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The part described the human behavior such as walking down-stairs, walking, eating, running, jogging, crying and praying.  

The graph is plotted with each of the activity compared with different algorithms. Some of the performance parameters like 

accuracy, precision; F1 and recall were calculated to achieve better results. 

5.1 Dataset description 

In this section we were discussed elaborately about human activity recognition dataset and it was taken from ourselves. 

Further, that dataset contains total of 7767 and 3162 events were used to get our desired result. Each event consists of 561 

basic highlights. In this dataset, there are various types of images were taken. Each image represents different activities 

according to their positions.  
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5.2 Performance analysis 

Here, Some of the below performance measures have taken for our proposed model and compared with our existing 

techniques. The measures are mathematically explained in the below formula. 

Accuracy: The term of accuracy is described as the amount of detection made correctly. The mathematical representation is 

below, 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  
𝑡𝑝+𝑡𝑛

𝑡𝑝+𝑓𝑝+𝑓𝑛+𝑡𝑛
      (36) 

 

Precision: The precision is defined as the detection of positive class values by the proposed model accurately. The equation 

for the precision is given below, 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  
𝑡𝑝

𝑡𝑝+𝑓𝑝
       (37) 

 

Recall:  The sensitivity or measure recall is defined as the correctly detected the given activity by the proposed approach. 

The formula for the recall is follows, 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =  
𝑡𝑝

𝑡𝑝+𝑓𝑛
      (38) 

F-measure: F-measure means computation of mean value using precision and recall which provides the F-measure. It varies 

from 0 (worst performance) to 1 (highest performance). The formula for F-measure as follows,  

𝐹1 − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 =  
2×(𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙×𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛)

𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙+𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
   (39) 

 

Fig 4: Accuracy 

Figure 4 demonstrates the accuracy calculation for various input images and it was compared with classification techniques. 

Here, the activities we took as 1,2,3,4 etc. The given classification techniques such as SVM, RBF, DNN and hybrid (ISHO-

SOA)-ADCNN. In SVM, we got above 40 for all the activities and next to this we got minimum accuracy for RBF. In 

Hybrid-ADCNN, accuracy for first activity is 98, second activity is 97.5, third activity is 99, and fourth activity is 97 and so 

on. Compared to all techniques our proposed method gave the better results. 

00.10.20.30.40.50.60.70.80.91

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Accuracy Vs Images
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Figure 5: Precision 

The above Figure 5 explains the precision calculation for various human activities. In SVM, we got minimum precision 

value for all inputs. Moreover, in RBF, we got 62 for first image, 64 for second image, 68 for third image, 79 for fourth 

image, and 67 for fifth image and so on. Compared to all techniques, we got better precision outcome by using Hybrid-

ADCNN. 

 

Figure 6: F1 measure 

The above figure 6 explains the F1 measure plotted by using various classification techniques compared with proposed and 

existing techniques. X-axis represents human activities from 1 to 7 and y-axis represents F1 measure range from 0 to 3. Each 

activity gives different F1 measure corresponding to proposed and existing techniques. Compared to all techniques, our 

proposed model Hybrid-ADCNN gave better results. 
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Fig 7: Recall 

Figure 7 demonstrates the recall performance calculated for our input data. X-axis represents various human activities and y-

axis represents recall measures. The compared techniques are SVM, RBF, DNN and Hybrid-ADCNN. Further, the hidden 

layer in ADCNN gave successfully predict our results with maximum values. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The proposed article is a hybrid multi-model framework for the efficient recognition of basic as well as transitional 

activities. The framework employed the hybrid algorithm of ISHO-SOA module followed with Adaptive deep learning 

models for the final classification of activities. The proposed approach has been tested on the available datasets for both 

basic and transition activities and compared with other state-of-the art approaches employing the same datasets. By 

improving the performance, the feature maps in ADCNN gives better results. Finally, our proposed method gave better 

results 98.21% accuracy. The performance is validated and evaluated with the existing technique that shows the proposed 

model is highly effective than existing models. In future, the identification of human activity will find with various creative 

algorithms and enhanced techniques. 
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